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Abstract 
Alster, K., Some remarks concerning the LindelGf property of the product of a Lindeliif space 
with the irrationals, Topology and its Applications 44 (1992) 19-25. 
We show that the existence of a Lindeliif space whose product with the irrationals is not Lindelaf 
implies some consequences for a well-known partial order of the irrationals introduced by F. 
Rothberger, Moreover, we observe that the examples constructed in [l] are in a sense universal. 
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Michael proved that under the Continuum Hypothesis, abbreviated (CH), there 
is a Lindeliif space X such that the product X x P, where P stands for the irrationals, 
is not Lindelof and asked whether there is in ZFC an example of this kind, see [3]. 
In the sequel if we write Example we mean a Lindelof space X whose product 
with the irrationals is not Lindelof. 
Michael’s problem seems to me very important because it is related to the structure 
of irrationals, more precisely, to the well-known partial order of the irrationals 
introduced by Rothberger. Let me recall the definition of that order. Since the 
irrationals may be identified with the set of all sequences of natural numbers, we 
say that p = (p(n)):=, G* (q(n)):=, = q (p <* q), where p, q E P if and only if there 
is an m E N, where N denotes the set of natural numbers, such that for every 
m s n,p(n) s s(n) (p(n)<q(n)). 
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Burke and Davis observed that in order to carry on Michael’s construction we 
need only w, = b, where w, is the first uncountable ordinal number and 
b = min{(B]: B is unbounded in (P, s,)} 
and IBI stands for the cardinality of B. 
In [l] we proved that an Example exists if Martin’s axiom, abbreviated (MA), 
or (S) holds; (S) is the assertion that for every compact subset 2 of P and for every 
strictly increasing sequence {x,: y < a} with respect to <.+., in Z, where w < cf Q 
and cf CY denotes the cofinality of cr, there is x E Z such that x, G* x for y < (Y. 
In fact in order to construct an Example we needed a statement slightly weaker 
than (S), namely (S’) which asserts that there is an unbounded strictly increasing 
sequence {xv : y < wp} in (P, <.+.) such that for every LY < op of uncountable cofinality 
and every compact subset Z of P if C, = {x E P: x <* x, and x,) <.+ x for all y’ < y}, 
r={y~rr: C,,nZ#@}, supr=a and x\EC,,nZ for y~r, then there is XGZ 
satisfying x\ G.+ x for y E lY 
Note that b = w, , implies (S’). 
If wp = inf{o,, b}, then (S”) shall mean that there are sequences {x, : a < cop} and 
(B, : LY < tip}, where {xa : CY <cop} is strictly increasing in (P, <*), 0# B, c X&, 
XL=X,\l_J{X,: Y<(Y) and X,={XEP:XG*X,} such that for every cu<wp of 
uncountable cofinality and every open subset U in P containing B, there is LY’( LY 
such that l.J {B, : y 6a}\UcU{B,: yea’}. 
Proposition 1. If there is an Example, then (S”) holds. 
Proof. Let X be a Lindeliif space such that there is an uncountable open cover 011 
of Xx P without a countable subcover. Let x, be an arbitrary point in P and put 
BO = X,,. Since X, is a cr-compact subset of P, we infer that there is a countable 
~2l,c011suchthatXxX,cUO11,.Letusassumethatx,EP,0#B,cX:,and~,c~ 
are defined for (Y < (Ye < wp in such a way that {x~ : a < a”} is a strictly increasing 
sequence, %a ia a countable cover of XxX,, Xx X&\(U,.,, lJ Qe,) Z0 and 
B,={p~X&:Xx{~}\(Uu,<au~a,)#0}. 0 
In order to define x,,), B,, and 4!La,, we need the following 
Lemma 2. If X is a Lindel6f space and ‘Y- is an open cover of X x P of cardinality less 
than b, then there is a subcover “Ir’ of cardinality cojinal with w. 
Proof. Suppose not. Put wh = min{I ‘VI: ‘3’“’ c 7” and lJ “Ir’ = X x P} and let W = 
{ W, : CY < w,} be a subcover of V. Since X is a Lindelof space, we can define pu E P 
for CY < wh in such a way that 
and 
ifff # y, then pa + P,. 
Xx{Pal\nJ{Wy: Y~~l)f(?. 
(1) 
(2) 
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Since w,, < b, we can find p E P such that pa G.+ p for a! < oh. The product 
Xx{p’EP:p’G*p } is Lindelijf because the last factor is a-compact. Hence there 
is a sequence ((-u,)F==, such that U { W,,, : n = 1,2,. . .} 1 X x {P’E P: p’ s.+ p}. From 
cf(w,) > o it follows that y, = sup{~y, : n = 1,2,. . .} < wh and consequently X x 
{p, : a < co,,} c U { W, : y s y,}, which contradicts (2). Cl 
By Lemma 2 and the definition of wp we infer that X x P\U,,,, U 011, # 0. Since 
LY,, < b and X x X, c U Ou, for (Y < (Y”, there is x,(, and p in P such that 
(3) 
xc? <* Go fora<ffO, (4) 
and 
PEX,. (5) 
PutB,,={p’~X&,:X~{p’}\(~~~~~~~02l,)}#0andlet~,,~“Ubecountablesuch 
that X x X,, = U Ou ug. 
We claim that (9) holds for {x, . (Y < cop} and {B, : a < up} defined above. Suppose 
not. Then there is LY < wp of uncountable cofinality and an open subset B, c U c P 
in P such that 
U (4: rs~l\U 
>\ 
U{B,: y<a’}#$J foreverya’ccz. 
Y<ol 
(6) 
Since U is open in P, X, is u-compact, we conclude that A = X,\ U is u-compact. 
Hence by the definition of B, there is a countable family Vc IJ,,,, IJ Qu,, covering 
X x A. Since cf CY > w, there is cy, < (Y satisfying ‘Vc U,,,,, Ou,,. On the other hand, 
from (6) and the definition of B, for y < a it follows that (X x A)\(UY.<r U Ou,.) f P, 
for y < a, contradiction. 
Since (S’) is sufficient to construct Example, we conclude that (S’) implies (S”). 
Question 3. Does (S’) hold in ZFC? 
Question 4. Does (S”) hold in ZFC? 
Remark 5. Observe that a positive answer to the first question will provide a positive 
solution to Michael’s problem and a negative answer to the second question means 
that an example does not exist in ZFC. 
Let (S”‘) mean that there is a strictly increasing sequence {x, : a G wl} in (P, <*) 
such that for every open U in P containing {p E P: ps* x_,, and x, <* p for 
(Y <w,}=X&, {x,: (Y <w,}\U is countable. 
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Remark 6. If w, < b, then it is easy to see that (S”) implies (ES”‘). 
Question 7. Does (S”‘) hold in ZFC+w, < b? 
We say that a regular space Y satisfies (C) if Y is not Lindeliif and for every 
open cover % of Y there is a refinement V” such that cf [VI = w. 
Question 8. Is it true that for X Lindelijf X x P never has property (C)? 
Remark 9. If the answer to the last question is a positive one, then we can assume 
that wp from the definition of (S”) is equal to b and using Lemma 2 we can show 
that under (MA) X x P is Lindeliif provided that X is a Lindelijf space of weight 
less than continuum. 
Remark 10. The only space satisfying (C) I know of is a space A4 defined by 
MiSEenko in [4]. The space M cannot be embedded as a closed subset in XX P, 
where X is a Lindelof space. 
Proof. The space M is defined by the following formula M = 
{m=(m,)~,E$;n_,(Wi+l): I{’ I: m, = wi}l < OJ}. First let us observe that 
if F, and F2 are disjoint closed subsets in M, then there is m = (mi)z, E 
Pz,w, such that F,n{m’=(m/)~,~P’~,~,:m,~m~fori~w}=0 
or F2n{m’=(m~)~,E$~, wi: m,<mi for iEw}=@ (7) 
Indeed, if (7) does not hold, then we can define two sequences, one in F, and 
the other in F2 having the same limit. 
Suppose that the space M is a closed subset of X x P. Hence there is a closed 
partition s,, of M for all nEN defined by gn = 
{(Xxsx Nx Nx.. .)nM: SE N”}. 
From (7) it follows that there is p = (n,):, E P and mj = (mi):, E pz, wi forj E N 
such that 
ifj <j’, then m/<mi’, for i=l,2... (8) 
and 
(Xx{n,}x-~~x{nj}xNxNx~~~)nM 
I m=(mi)~=,E,~,wi:m:~m;foriEN . 
I 
There is ( ai):, E Pz”=, w, such that 
mj=Sa, forj, i=1,2.. . . 
(9) 
(10) 
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(xx{Pl)nM~ 1 m=(m;)yl,s E wi:~,GmiforiEN . r=, I (11) 
From (11) it easily follows that (X x {p}) n M is not Lindelof. Indeed, the open 
cover Ou of (X x {p}) n M defined by 
%={Uc M:therearei~ NandB,Ew;suchthat 
U={(rn;),“_,~ M: m,<p,}} 
has no countable subcover. On the other hand (X x {p}) n M is Lindelijf because 
it is homeomorphic to a closed subset of X, a contradiction. 0 
Remark 11. The examples from [l] are in a sense universal ones; speaking more 
precisely if there is an Example, then we can define another one of the same kind 
as the ones in [l], provided that the answer to Question 8 is positive and a scale 
exists in (P, G*). 
Proof. Under our assumptions we can carry the proof of Proposition 1 a step further 
in such a way that {x, : a <up} is a scale in (P, G*). Let (Y, d) be a separable 
metric compactification of P. Put BwB = Y\P and X’= U {B, : a s wp}. A base for 
a new topology on X’ is generated by the sets of the form U n U {B, : a, < y G a2} 
where U is open in (Y,d), -~GLY,<(Y~, (Y,<cY~<w~ and B-,=0. The product 
X’ x P is not Lindeliif because D = {(p, p): p E P} n (X’ x P) is a closed subset of 
it and the family {((U,,, BY) x P) n D: a <q} is an open cover of D without a 
countable subcover. The Lindeliif property of X’ follows from 
Lemma 12. Zf U is an open subset in X’ containing B, for some a c wp, then there is 
a countable set S in (Y such that 
UW,: Y Ga}\UCU{By:thereisyGy’ES}. 
Proof. If (Y < wp and cf(a) = w, then this is obvious. Suppose that cf(a) > w. Then 
since B, is a Lindeliif subset of X’ we can find an open subset H = B, in P and 
cw’<a such that lJ{B,: a’<y<cu}nHc U. Applying (S”) to H we find S. 
Let us assume that (Y = wp. Since BWB is Lindelof and cf(wp) > w, we can find 
(~,<~~andanopensetHin(Y,d)suchthatB,~~HandU{B,:a,<y~w~}n 
H c U. Since Y\ H is a compact subset in P and {x, : a < cop} is a scale, there is 
LY,<(Y,<Wfl such that Y\ H c {p E P: p d x_} and consequently l.J {B, : y d 
q}\LWJ{B,: ~<a,}. 0 
Michael proved that under (CH) the class of all metric spaces whose product 
with every Lindelof space is Lindeliif consists of all metric a-compact spaces. 
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Question 13. Is it possible to relax (CH) to (MA) in the above result? 
There is another problem related to the last one. 
Question 14 (MA). Let X be a separable metric space such that for every separable 
metric Tech complete space Y containing X there is a a-compact 2 in Y containing 
X. Is it true that X is a union of less than continuum compact subsets? 
Remark 15. Observe that under b = c, where c stands for continuum, if X is a union 
of less than continuum compact subsets, then for every Tech complete space Y 
containing X there is a-compact 2 such that X c 2 c Y. 
Remark 16. If the answer to the last question is a positive one, then the answer to 
Question 13 is positive as well. 
Proof. Suppose not. Let us assume that X x 2 is LindelGf for every LindelGf space 
2, where X separable metric which is not a-compact. Since every separable metric 
space is a perfect image of a zero-dimensional metric space and a perfect preimage 
of a Lindelijf space is Lindelof, we can assume that X is a subset of P. 
Case 1: X = lJ {X, : 
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Note added in proof 
Recently D.H. Fremlin has proved that (S) does not hold provided that b = c and 
later D.H. Fremlin showed with K. Kunen that (S) is not valid in ZFC, see Math, 
Proc. Cambridge Philos. Sot. (1991) 109; 149. 
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